
explained by confounding. They
couldn’t all have the same bias.” The
American College of- Surgeons’ Man-
ual on Control of’ InfactiWn in Surgical
Pdcnts has recommended the prac-
tice since its first edition in 1976, the
<XC Guiddbwfor thu  Prevention oj’sur-
gical Wound Infections has recom-
mended it since 1982 (category II),
and the -Joint Commission’s “Agenda
for Change” has recently targeted sur-
gical wound infections as one of its
hospitalwide “clinical indicators.”

Why the reluctance among hospital
epidemiologists to determlne  these
rates? I suspect several problems.
First, in the 1970s  we all learned to
produce the old reports of “infection
rates by site, service, and pathogen”
from line-listing infections and divid-
ing by hand-counted denominators.
This precomputer  technology is too
tedious to produce rates stratified by
surgeon and risk class. How many
SHEA members are facile at manaS-
ing data and producing epidemiologic
reports of stratified rates by com-
puter?

Second, it is simply human nature
to look for all the reasons why we can’t
or shouldn’t do whatever is new, diffi-
cult, time-consuming, and on the cut-
ting edge. Arguments for and against
the value of surgeon-specific rates are
readily availablez;  a two-hour vid-
eotape (“Surveillance by Objectives
for Infection Control: Point/Counter-
point”) is also available from the Medi-
cal Learning Center, St. Thomas Hos-
pital (PO Box 380, Nashville, TN
37202; telephone: 615-386-2007).

While the argument rages, the fact
remains that the surgeons have dis-
covered the value of epidemiologic
feedback for helping them improve
the care of their patients. They want
this service delivered to them accu-
rately, and they want it managed in a
responsible, confidential, and non-
punitive manner. In view of the per-
vasive movement to measure quality of
care., to use quality measurements to
effect change, and for- hospitals to be
held accountable for doing it well,
some form of epidemiologic  feedback
to reduce wound infections to the irre-
ducible minimum will not long be
optional.

‘I‘he only real question now is who is
going to generate the rates? There are
at least four serious contenders: the

surgeons themselves, infection con-
trol, quality assurance (QA),  and exter-
nal authorities. While the surgeons
may be seen to have a conflict of inter-
est that could jeopardize the accuracy
of the rates, they also have the most
intense interest in improving the care
of surgical patients and reducing mal-
practice risks. -Ihe new “standard” of
the SIS is intended to put them in the
driver’s seat. Although infection con-
trol and hospital epidemiologists
might appear to be more objective, it is
not clear that they have the skills and
resolve to take on thejob. In fact, the
percentage of hospital infection con-
trol programs providing specific rates
to surgeons has been steadilyMdeclin-
ing, from 195% in the mid-19/0s  to a
low of 6%)  in CDC’s 1986  survey. At
present, QA departments appear
unlikely candidates because their
creators, the Joint Commission and
HCFA, have previously defined their
role as numerator-counting line-list-
ers, but the ‘:4genda for Change” may
well create a demand for outcome
measurement that could propel QA
into the rate business. The threat that
external authorities will take it over is
real. given the HCFA mortalitv ini-
tiative and the directions 0; the
“Agenda for Change.” Continued
reluctance within the hospitals will
only hasten external control.

A famous aphorism among con-
sulting statisticians goes, “If statisti-
cians don’t analyze data, others will.” I
m i g h t  p a r a p h r a s e  i t ,  “ I f  e p i -
demiologists don’t generate accurate
and specific rates, others will.” I see
SHEA at a critical crossroads. The
health care world is desperately seek-
ing energy and expertise to measure
outcomes and improve quality. The
rank and file of our organization must
sort out the conflicting claims of
efficacy fi-om false enthusiasm, “Old
Guard-ism,” and inertia. We must
decide whether ours is eoinp to be a
society of hos@ul  e@Lemlolopts.  To be
efndemiolog%ts  we must generate the spf -
ciJc rates that will allow our colleagues to
reduce adrjerse  outcomes in their patients.

The Surgical Infection Society has
thrown down the gauntlet. You know
someone is going to pick it up. Will it
be SHEA?
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SHEA Wit and Wisdom
Dear SHEA Newsletter:

I was verv  taken bv “Interested
Reader’s” ad;ice  in the fast issue of the
Nm!vluttu. In my own experience deal-
ing with authorship, I have learned an
equally sobering lesson. ‘I‘his  could
best be summed up as, “lfthr contrihu-
tiorls claimed hy each co-author in an
in-cv.,tigation a r e  .summd,  thf totcrl  i.s
utuq5 greater than 300% .”

As a correlary to this lesson I would
note the importance of acknowledging
all co-investigators and colleagues,
preferabl~jn  a public f6rum whenever
possible. This type of activity (the so-
called “good dog” approach) greatly
facilitates future interactions with
one’s colleagues and subordinates. It
always pays to oil the wheel before it
squeaks.

Don “Company Man” Regan,  MD

Dear “Company Man,”
~fflank  you fbr sharing those very

wise observations with us. One can
never be too effusive in praise of col-
leagues and subordinates. You are
trulv a man of tremendous insight and
obvious talent and your letter has
added a great deal ;o this month’s
Neu~slette~-.  A,gain,  many thanks for
your  willingness to coiltribute.  We
hope that others among our extremely
talented readership also will be willing
to share their insights.

The Editor

i3T2pf  items of’interest~for  the SHEA Nedette,
may be sent to Robert A. Weinstein, MD, SHEA
Newsletter Editor, Division of Irlf frtious  Die-‘
QUSQS, Michurl  Reese Hospitul,  Lake  Shore
Drive at 3lst  St., Chicano,  IL 60616.  Cop?~
must be typed, double-spaced, and muy not
exceed five puges.
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